The black box functions found in computer experiments often result in multimodal optimization programs. Optimization that focuses on a single best optimum may not achieve the goal of getting the best answer for the purposes of the experiment. This paper builds upon an algorithm introduced in [1] that is successful for finding multiple optima within the input space of the objective function. Here we introduce an alternative cluster search algorithm for finding these optima, making use of clustering. The cluster search algorithm has several advantages over the earlier algorithm. It gives a forward view of the optima that are present in the input space so the user has a preview of what to expect as the optimization process continues. It employs pattern search, in many instances, closer to the minimum's location in input space, saving on simulator point computations. At termination, this algorithm does not need additional verification that a minimum is a duplicate of a previously found minimum, which also saves on simulator point computations. Finally, it finds minima that can be "hidden" by close larger minima.
Introduction
The global minimum, which is the traditional focus of optimization, may not be as robust as another minimum, since a small change in the input may lead to a large change in the output, resulting in an inferior output. An example of this is shown in Figure 1 . An optimum that is smoother than a global minimum with an average value over the region of interest that is lower than that of a global optimum may be preferable. For this minimum, a small change in the input does not affect the output nearly as much. Figure 1 shows two quadratic functions with univariate input x and univariate output y. The one with a lower minimum has more curvature, However, the smoother minimum has a lower average value in the region of interest and it remains fairly constant in value within the region while the minimum with more curvature varies much more in value in the region.
while the other is rather flat. The region of interest is between the two vertical lines. Although the function with higher curvature has the lower minimum, it rises above the other curve in the region of interest. Choosing the one with the flat curve will give the user a more stable output within the region of interest. In statistical terms, it is more robust. We want to avoid a knife's edge solution that will rapidly become suboptimal with small changes in inputs. [1] previously introduced a method for classifying the relative merits of the optima once they are found, but the search for multiple optima can be rather expensive in terms of time required to compute Black Box function values at input points. This paper proposes an algorithm to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the search for optima. Our new cluster search algorithm not only eliminates about 25% of this search expense, but also gives the user a preview of the values and location of the minima yet to be found. Additionally, the cluster search algorithm may find minima hidden by larger minima not found by the algorithm in [1] . Without loss of generality we focus on minimization, as maximization can be obtained by minimizing the negative of the function.
Our framework is that of statistical emulation [2] . We build an efficient statistical model that approximates the unknown objective function, which may be expensive to evaluate. We use our statistical model to guide the optimization search, the accuracy of which is improved by new function evaluations guided by a sequential experimental design as the search progresses. Following the standard approach in statistical emulation [3] , we use a model from the family Gaussian processes, in particular, a treed Gaussian process [4] . Section 2 reviews the topological search algorithm. Section 3 explains our new cluster search algorithm. Sections 4, 5, and 6 present illustrative examples comparing the two algorithms.
Topological Search Algorithm
We start with a review of the search algorithm introduced in [1] . Because it is based on surface topology it is referred to as the topological search algorithm herein. Articles on optimization that inspired the topological search algorithm are [5] - [7] . An important idea used in both [5] and [7] is that of expected improvement [8] . Using a TGP emulator to guide the search for optima is illustrated in [5] and [7] . The use of the errors and standardized errors of adaptively sampled points for verifying the emulator model was inspired by the diagnostics discussed in [6] . The approach of the topological search algorithm differs in that it uses features of the predicted surface of the emulator, rather than just using the emulator to evaluate expected improvement. In this respect, it is similar to the new cluster search algorithm presented herein.
The topological algorithm uses a hybrid approach similar to [5] by combining statistical emulation with the provably convergent direct search method, pattern search [9] . Other direct search methods could be used such as trust region optimization ( [10] for example). The statistical model explores the input space for possible minimum locations which become starting points for pattern search. These locations are chosen to avoid finding minima previously explored.
The algorithm is discussed in detail in [1] . It will be summarized herein. First, the user determines a level r where 0 1 r < ≤ relative to the global minimum, g y , and mean simulator function value, y , where these values are approximated by the emulator predicted points. The highest valued minimum of the optima search is restricted to ( ) u g g y y y r y = − ⋅ + . It can be seen that low values of r target minima close to the global minimum while higher values of r target minima closer to the mean simulator value, y .
Next an LHS (Latin Hypercube Sample) of input points is evaluated and the emulator uses these points to model the simulator function and predict a large number of points. The lowest valued predicted point location is sent to pattern search to find the first minimum. This becomes the approximation to the global minimum, g y . Adaptively sampled points are added to the initial LHS to improve the emulator model and the emulator predicts another large set of predicted points. To avoid finding the same minimum, the predicted point distances from the first minimum are computed and the points at a distance r d from the first minimum make up the input space region explored for the next minimum. This distance is determined to be max 2 d where max d is the maximum predicted point distance. If the minimum point in this region is less than u y , and, if the points between it and the first minimum are higher in value, this minimum point becomes the next starting point for pattern search.
At each of the next steps of the algorithm, adaptively sampled points are added to the evaluated points, the emulator models the simulator function predicting a large number of points, and distances of predicted points are computed from the minima that have been found. At some point the minimum point in the input space region explored for the next minimum is greater than u y . The distance, r d , is then reduced (input space region increased) until the minimum point is just equal to or less than u y . This point becomes the next starting point for pattern search. When that starting point leads to finding a duplicate minimum, the algorithm terminates.
Cluster Search Algorithm
The cluster search algorithm uses of the fact that if you make a slice at a given height through a surface, and include only those points that are below the given height, the remaining points compose the part of the surface that has values lower than the given height. These points form clusters which indicate approximate locations of some minima for that surface. While a single slice at a given value gives some information about the minima of the surface, it is not sufficient to reveal all the minima. A cluster formed by this slice may include more than one minimum and may not include other minima with higher values (Figure 2) . However, if one partitions the surface with many slices and adds the points of these partitions sequentially starting from the lowest surface values, individual clusters are formed, each of which represents a minimum. These individual clusters are differentiated by a density based clustering algorithm known as DBSCAN [11] . As these partitions are sequentially added, points can fill in the spaces between clusters, but, new clusters can appear that represent other minima. Provided the surface is accurately represented by the emulator, all important minima can be found. The determination of which minima are important for the user to examine further is based on user inputs. This section explains the details of the cluster search algorithm.
In common with the topological search algorithm above, our new cluster search algorithm requires that the user decide to what level, relative to the global minimum and the mean value, the search is to be extended. Let the global minimum be g y and the expected mean value of the objective function be approximated by the mean value y of the emulator model predicted points. We want to find local minima whose values are not too far above the global minimum. A ratio r, 0 1 r < ≤ , is chosen where may not yet be known, the lowest value among the current minima is used for g y . y becomes a better approximation to the actual mean value of the objective function in the input region as the minima search progresses.
For each stage of the algorithm, the treed Gaussian process emulator uses the current training point set to predict a large gridded sample of points. In the same way as the topological search algorithm, the first minimum is found by searching from the predicted point having the minimum value. This search is done by a local direct optimization routine (pattern search). Also in the same way as the topological search algorithm, as the cluster search algorithm proceeds, new function evaluations are added to the training point set via a sequential experimental design to improve the statistical model. At the first stage, we only have one identified minimum, so we use its value as the initial g y , while in future stages, we use the smallest observed y as g y . After the search for the first minimum, the algorithms are much different in the way in which each determines new starting points to find the other minima in the input space. The cluster search algorithm starts each search step by partitioning the surface from the bottom to the top into sets of predicted points with approximately equally estimated function values within a given increment, Inc y   −   . As each partition`s points are added in succession to a replica of the input space starting from the lowest partition, the points are either reachable to current points, or, they are unreachable based on a "minimum distance" between adjacent points. This is a known density based algorithm for determining if points belong in the same cluster (DBSCAN) which is discussed in [11] . The "minimum distance" is referred to as the  neighborhood. The  neighborhood is a sphere surrounding each point. Points within this distance are reachable from each other. The DBSCAN algorithm also specifies the number of points in the  neighborhood, a parameter denoted MinPts . The parameter MinPts is set to one for this application. So, if any point's  neighborhood includes another point, it is a core point. (What this means with regard to the DBSCAN algorithm is that two core points whose  neighborhoods include each other are in the same cluster.) In Figure 3 , point "A" is reachable from point "B" since its  neighborhood, the circle around it, includes "B". Hence, they are in the same cluster. Likewise, point "B" is reachable from point "C". So point "C" is reachable form point "A". Therefore "A", "B", "C" form a cluster. If points "A", "B", "C" were in the first cluster, the point with the lowest value would represent the first minimum. Point "N", being separated by more than the  distance from any of these points would represent an approximate location for another minimum.
As more partitions are added, their points might fill in between cluster "N" and cluster "ABC" and "N" might become assimilated into a larger cluster. But, the new partition points might have a point unreachable from any of the current clusters and thus represent an approximate point for another minimum. The idea is, that as one adds the points for each partition successively, minima show up as unreachable points from the established clusters. These minima point locations along with their estimated function values are saved by the algorithm. At each search step, the lowest approximate minimum point that has not yet been searched by pattern search, becomes the next search point for pattern search.
How is this "minimum distance"  determined? Think of the predicted points as a grid of equally distanced points. Along one dimension of the grid, adjacent points have a distance 1 dim w N from each other, where w is the input region width and N is the number of points making up the whole grid. The points along a diagonal are at a distance ( )
from each other. We would like these points to be reachable from each other. But we also would like points further than this to be unreachable. The factor of 2 was chosen. Thus, the minimum distance is ( )
Minima that are closer than this are not expected unless the function is extremely variable-that is, not smooth. This is only one approach to getting the  distance. It can be determined based on knowledge regarding the distance between minima. In this case, one might divide this estimated distance by some factor to get  .
A specific illustration of this algorithm is given for a case where there is a test function with two minima, one being lower than the other. The negative of the test function is shown with minima represented as peaks for better visualization. Its surface is shown in Figure 4 . It is functionally given as:
The surface is divided into 25 partitions. The first four nonempty partitions are plotted in Figure 5 (Each partition may or may not contain points, although, usually an empty partition is unusual for a dense set of points). The circles represent the  neighborhood of each point with a radius of the minimum distance. Within partitions, points are ordered by ascending estimated function value. The first point in the first partition, appearing on the left hand side of the graph, has the lowest value and becomes the first minimum search point. It has an associated bold red circle at the minimum distance. Points reachable from this point are circled by lighter red circles. In the fourth nonempty partition, the third of the four points in that partition is not reachable from the points accumulated so far. It appears as a bold red circle on the right side of the graph and becomes the next estimated minimum point. The last point in this partition is reachable from this last estimated minimum point and has a light red circle at minimum distance. These two minimum points in the first four partitions represent the two estimates for the minima in the above function.
In this illustration the actual function value is used to evaluate the points. In a computer experiment, the function value is estimated by the emulator given a set of sampled points, usually starting with an LHS. The predicted points have the estimated function values that are used to create the partitions. Just as in the case of the topological search algorithm, a relatively close matching of the simulator surface is required for obtaining all the minima within the desired range. The treed Gaussian process usually provides such a matching provided enough function points have been evaluated in regions where the function is variable.
As this algorithm proceeds, the user is informed, both by a graphical display and by a print out, of the list of predicted minima that have been found and perspective minima yet to be found. The lowest valued minimum yet to be found in this list becomes the next search point for pattern search. When there are no more minima in the list to be found, the search is ended and the utility of the minima is estimated as in [1] . This is an improvement over the previous topological search algorithm in that pattern search does not need to verify the search has ended by searching for a duplicate minimum. Another improvement here is that the user is informed of the progress of the optima search in so far as how many optima to expect and how much more processing is needed to complete the search. The topological algorithm only informs the user of what optima have been found.
The step size is determined differently than it is for the topological search algorithm. Although the starting step size used in pattern search starts at the step size used by the topological search algorithm, the step size is less than that of the topological search algorithm for subsequent steps since the cluster search algorithm, on average, locates the search point closer to the actual minimum. This results in fewer pattern search point evaluations.
An overview of the algorithm is given by the following pseudo code. The algorithm starts by evaluating an LHS of training points, the size of which varies depending on the variability of the simulator function, then it initializes the base B and the level parameter r, the loop count ( loop ct ) of the main loop, the number of partitions for the input space, the predicted grid size, the tolerance for pattern search, the minimum distance between minima, the number of loop passes between optima search steps ( loop inc ), the number of adaptively sampled points for each loop execution, and, optionally, the error and/or standard deviation limits at which to begin optima search steps. Then it proceeds as follows:
First Illustrative Example
In this example, the cluster search algorithm and the topological search algorithm are compared for the modified Schubert test function. They are compared both as to their ability to find the minima specified by the user and the number of point evaluations needed to find the minima. It will also be shown that the user can anticipate the results far more readily when using the cluster search algorithm. The function, taken from [1] , is given in equation below: 
and ( ) I ⋅ is the indicator function equal to one when its argument is true and zero otherwise.
The differences from the original Schubert function [12] are described in detail in [1] . The essential difference is that the variables are restricted to the interval [ ] 0, 2 , rather than the original interval [ ] 10,10 − . The perspective plot is shown in Figure 6 . The minima of the function are listed in Table 1 .
For both the cluster search algorithm run and the topological search algorithm run, the run parameters were as follows:
• The value of 0.4 r = , so the minima specified were within • Initially, 100 points were sampled using the R function "improvedLHS" from the R package "lhs" [13] .
• For each successive step four training points are selected by the sequential experimental design based on their standard deviations (large standard deviations given preference) and distance from previous training points. This is done to improve the statistical model as processing progresses.
• The predicted point size for each search step is 2000. The cluster search algorithm makes use of gridded points, whereas the topological search algorithm typically uses a LHS sample.
• A minimum search was conducted at each step. For other examples that are compared, minima searches occur at different step intervals so that additional training points can be added to improve the statistical model. Each illustrative example (this being the first) is compared in these ways: 1) The minimum found; 2) The number of training points computed to find the minima; 3) The look ahead data provide by the cluster search algorithm (not available for the topological search algorithm).
Minima Found
The minimum found by both algorithms are in Table 2 . Both algorithms found the same minima which are at the required level given the ratio 0.4 r = . Recall 
Number of Training Points
The number of training points computed by the cluster search algorithm was 313 as compared with the number computed by the topological search algorithm which was 405. The percent difference is 29%. Insight into this difference can be deduced from Figure 7 . The black points that cover the input region that are not near the found minima are the training points added to improve the statistical model. The black points concentrated at the found minima are computed by pattern search. Notice that these points are concentrated near the minima for the cluster search algorithm while these points are more scattered for the topological search algorithm. The reason for this is that the cluster search algorithm starts its search, on average, closer to the minima. This lessens the number of search points computed by pattern search. Furthermore, the concentration of red points in the graph for the topological search algorithm are due to the final pattern search that finds a duplicate minimum. This final search is not required by the cluster search algorithm and is another reason why fewer points are computed by the cluster search algorithm. This difference in the number of computed points is significant for a computer experiment when the Black Box function takes significant time to return a computed point.
Look ahead Capability of the Cluster Search Algorithm for the First Illustrative Example
The cluster search algorithm has the capability to "look ahead" and show the user possible minima that will be included in the output. The user may then decide if he/she wishes to continue the search for minima or be satisfied with those currently found. There are two outputs that support this capability: A graphical output and a printed output which are explained below. The topological search algorithm has no such capability. It is "blind" in regards to what minima might exist and what their potential locations and values are.
The graph in Figure 8 shows the location of the detected minima in the perspective of the two influential variables. The four red "X's are the estimated locations of the minima as found by the cluster search algorithm Table 2 . Minima found for algorithm runs: Four minima were found by both algorithm runs. The data were very similar for each algorithm. Minor differences are due to the randomness in each algorithm. The cutoff for the minima found is 5.808 x and values given in column ( ) that meet the requirements of the user. The black square dots are the gridded prediction point locations, the values of which are used by the cluster search algorithm to estimate the minima locations.
Regarding the printed output, the cluster search algorithm outputs the estimated number of minima that are compatible with the user's input requirements and lists their estimated locations and values. It identifies those that have been already found by a distance computation (a small distance ( 0.05 ≤ ) from a known minimum indicates a minimum has already been found) and those that have not been found. Its next minimum search starts at the estimated location of the minimum with the lowest estimated value which has not been found. In this case, for search step 2, the next search is for the second minimum in the list at location . This information is contained in Table 3 . This information along with the graph comprises a look ahead for the user.
Second Illustrative Example
In this example, the cluster search algorithm and the topological search algorithm are compared for a function with six distributed minima shaped like Gaussian curves which are relatively close together. In this case both algorithms find the six minima. The function is given in equation below: . The perspective plot of the function is shown in Figure 9 . The capability of the algorithms to resolve close minima is tested by this function. The minima are given in Table 4 .
For both the cluster search algorithm run and the topological search algorithm run, the run parameters were as , f x x . Each minimum is similar in value. The test is intended to check whether the minimum at (0.50, 0.25) which is interior to the others is resolved by the two algorithms. follows:
• The value of 0.4 r = , so the minima specified were within Because the minima are close together, allowing for variation in the minimum values is more likely to resolve some minima that are not defined as well by the statistical model. • Initially, 150 points were sampled using the R function "improved LHS" from the R package "lhs".
• For each successive Step 10 training points are selected by a sequential experimental design based on their standard deviations (large standard deviations given preference) and distance from previous training points. The closeness of the minima were expected to test the statistical model accuracy, so more points were needed to make the statistical model match the function.
• A minimum search was conducted every other step in order to have more improvement is the statistical model for search steps.
Minima Found
The minima found by both algorithms are in Table 5 . Both algorithms found the same minima which are above the required level given the ratio 0.4 r = . In this case, 1 .006 g y = − and 0.045 y ≈ , yielding 0.621 u y ≈ − , which did not actually come into play since all minima are approximately around −1.00. The data were very similar for each algorithm. Minor differences are due to the randomness in each algorithm.
Number of Training Points
The number of training points computed by the cluster search algorithm was 566 as compared with the number computed by the topological search algorithm which was 716. The percent difference is 27%. Insight into this difference can be deduced from Figure 10 . The black points that cover the input region that are not near the found minima are the training points added to improve the statistical model. The points concentrated at the found minima are computed by pattern search. Notice that these points are concentrated near the minima for the cluster search algorithm while these points are more scattered for the topological search algorithm. This is evident for the topological search algorithm by the "tails" which move toward the minima. This means more points are computed by pattern search for the topological search algorithm since the search starts, on average, further from the minima. This difference as well as the final search by the topological search algorithm (the red Table 5 . Minima found for algorithm runs: Six minima were found by both algorithm runs. The table has locations given in columns 1 x and 2
x and values given in column ( ) The graph on the left shows the training points computed by the cluster search algorithm. The graph on the right shows the training points computed by the topological search algorithm. The black points are the training points. The red points in the topological search graph are the pattern search points which find a duplicate minimum. The ten orange points and one green point are the added points by the last search step to improve the statistical model. points) are the reason for the increase in the number of training points computed by the topological search algorithm. This increase is significant for a computer experiment when the Black Box function takes significant time to return a computed point.
Look ahead Capability of the Cluster Search Algorithm for the Second Illustrative Example
This example also shows that the cluster search algorithm is dependent on how well the statistical model matches the function surface. In the third search step, only three minima were detected. In the fourth, fifth, and final search steps, the cluster search algorithm detected all six minima. This is a result of the fact that, as training points are added via the sequential experimental design, the statistical model is a better match to the function surface. This is more evident as the function surface is more variable. The program has the capability to suspend search steps until the errors in added training points show, on average, values below a user specified limit. However, in the cases presented herein, the accuracy of the statistical model is managed by the number of training points added between search steps. The two graphs in Figure 11 are for search Steps 3 and 4. The one for search Step 3 shows 3 minima are detected, the graph for Step 4 shows that all six minima are detected. In each graph, the red X's are the estimated locations of the minima as found by the cluster search algorithm that meet the requirements of the user. The black square dots are the gridded prediction point locations, the values of which are used by the cluster search algorithm to estimate the minima locations. The printed output for the second illustrative example for search Step 4 is shown in Table 6 . The information conveyed here is that six minima have been detected by the cluster search algorithm. Their locations and minimum value are estimated. The first one is within 0 units distance from a found minimum and is therefore associated with a minimum already found by the program. Minima 2 and 3 are within 0.02 units of found minima and are associated with minima already found. Minima 4, 5, and 6 are a significant distance away from found minima and therefore still need to be located by pattern search. Search
Step 4 . This is the lowest valued minimum to be found.
Third Illustrative Example
In this example, the cluster search algorithm and the topological search algorithm are compared for a function with one global skewed minimum covering a large area of the input space and a smaller normally distributed minimum on the edge of the input space. This example shows that the cluster search algorithm can detect the smaller minimum although the topological search algorithm does not find it. This is another advantage of the cluster search algorithm. The function given in equation below: 
. The perspective plot of the function is shown in Figure 12 . The capability of the algorithms to resolve a minimum in the vicinity of a larger minimum is tested by this function. The minima are given in Table 7 .
• The value of 0.4 r = , so the minima specified were within The perspective plot shows the negative of the function so that the minimum are peaks which can be readily seen. There is one large skewed minimum and one smaller although possibly significant normally distributed minimum. • Initially, 150 points were sampled using the R function "improved LHS" from the R package "lhs".
• For each successive processing step, 20 training points are selected based on their standard deviations (large standard deviations given preference) and distance from previous training points. The closeness of the minima and the variability of the function are expected to test the statistical model accuracy, so more points are needed to make the surface match the function.
• A minimum search is conducted every third processing step in order to have more improvement in the statistical model for search steps. This function has a very steep decrease near the large skewed minimum as can be seen in the perspective which shows this as a sharp increase. It is nearly discontinuous along in the vicinity of line of 2 0.35 x = .
Minima Found
The minima found by both algorithms are in Table 8 . Both algorithms found the larger skewed minimum but only the cluster search algorithm found the smaller minimum. The mechanism of the topological search algorithm is to search for minima at a distance from known minima so as not to find previously found minima. It adjusts this distance if there are no minimum less than u y in the search region until the search region includes point(s) at least a small as u y . If this point is closer to a known minimum than one not yet found, as in this example, the known minimum is found again. When a duplicate minimum (one already found) is found, the search terminates. The smaller minimum is above the required level given the ratio 0.4 r = . In this case, 15.581 
Number of Training Points
The number of training points computed by the cluster search algorithm was 443 as compared with the number computed by the topological search algorithm which was 416. This comparison is not meaningful since the topological search algorithm did not find all the qualified minima. Insight as to why the topological search algorithm failed to find the smaller minimum can obtained by seeing the final training points for both search algorithms shown in Figure 13 . The black points that cover the input region that are not near the found minima are the training points added to improve the statistical model. The points concentrated at the found minima are computed by pattern search. The cluster search algorithm training points show that the minima are well located for each pattern search. This is evident from the clusters of pattern search points being close to each minimum. The topological search algorithm training points would show that the large skewed minimum is located initially by a search indicated by black points. However, this previous search is obscured by a stream of red points that find the skewed minimum again, starting from a location well away from the skewed minimum. This location is on the edge of the search region which is adjusted until the edge contains points as low as or just lower than u y . For this example, the smaller minimum is not in the search region. A default parameter was used for the search distance. Adjusting this parameter could help the topological search algorithm find the smaller minimum. However, no such adjustment is required for the cluster search algorithm. Table 8 . Minima found for algorithm runs: The two minima were found by the cluster search algorithm. The topological search algorithm found only the larger skewed minimum. The location and value for the large skewed minimum is accurately found by both algorithms. However, only the cluster search algorithm found the smaller normally distributed minimum. For the topological search algorithm, this smaller minimum is "in the shadow of" the large skewed minimum. The cutoff for the minima found is 10.229 x and values given in column ( ) 1 2 , f x x . The two right columns of the table indicates which algorithms found a given minimum. 
Look ahead Capability of the Cluster Search Algorithm for the Third Illustrative Example
This example shows that the cluster search algorithm detected the two minima in search Step 2. This indicates that the training points yield a statistical model that is reasonably accurate. The experimental sequential design added training points near the most variable input space of the test function. The graph in Figure 14 shows the approximate locations of the two minima. In the graph, the two red X's are the estimated locations of the minima as detected by the cluster search algorithm that meet the requirements of the user. The black square dots are the gridded prediction point locations, the values of which are used by the cluster search algorithm to estimate the minima locations. The printed output for the third illustrative example for search Step 2 is shown in Table 9 . The information conveyed here is that two minima have been detected by the cluster search algorithm. Their locations and minimum value are estimated. The first one is within 0.05 units distance from a found minimum and is therefore associated with a minimum already found by the program. Minimum 2 is within .27 units of a found minimum and therefore still needs to be located by pattern search. Search Step 2 starts at the location of the second detected minimum which has an estimated value of 11.8545 y = − . This is the lowest valued minimum to be found.
